Focus Questions
As you read the materials for this module, consider the following focus questions:

1) What role does economic racism play from the New Deal to Reaganomics?
2) What income and wealth disparities exist between whites and people of color?
3) Why are some immigrant groups more likely to achieve economic success than others?
4) How do labor market dynamics and institutional racism impact economic opportunities for some racial groups over others?
5) What is the relationship between welfare and affirmative policies and racial domination, power, and privilege in the workplace?

Vocabulary
New Deal  Class privileges
G. I. Bill of Rights  Ethnic enclave
Deindustrialization  Opportunity hoarding
Supply-side economics  Disadvantage breeds disadvantage
Income  Split labor market
Wealth  Interracialism
Segregated labor force  Glass ceilings
Embeddedness  Homosocial reproduction
Poverty line  Welfare
Black ghetto  Corporate welfare
Spatial mismatch thesis  Affirmation action
Residential segregation
Brain drain
Tribal sovereignty
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965
Segregated assimilation theory